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Abstract

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is considering the adoption of the controlled-load ser-
vice, a real-time service with very relaxed service guarantees [Wro95]. Measurement-based admission
control algorithms (MBAC’s), as opposed to the more conservative worst-case parameter-based meth-
ods, were expressly designed to achieve high levels of network utilization for such relaxed real-time
services. Most researchers studying MBAC’s, including ourselves [JDSZ97], have focused primarily
on the design of the admission control equations using a variety of principled and ad hoc motivations.
In this paper we show that, much to our own surprise, the admission control equations developed so far
in the MBAC literature give essentially the same performance. Furthermore, we observe that the equa-
tions, even though they are derived and motivated in quite different ways, have the same structural
form.

1 Introduction

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is considering the adoption of the controlled-load service, a

real-time service with very relaxed service guarantees [Wro95]. Measurement-based admission control

algorithms (MBAC’s), as opposed to the more conservative worst-case parameter-based methods, were ex-

pressly designed to achieve high levels of network utilization for such relaxed real-time services. An MBAC

consists of a measurement mechanism, and a set of admission control equations that take these measure-

ments as inputs. Most researchers studying MBAC’s, including ourselves [JDSZ97], have focused primarily

on the design of the admission control equations. In this paper we show that, much to our own surprise,

several of the admission control equations developed so far in the MBAC literature give essentially the same�
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performance. We therefore realize that our initial focus on the design of the admission control equations

was mistaken, and that research on MBAC’s should instead focus on the setting of the measurement param-

eters and on the global issues involved in admission control (see Section 7.2).

There is a rapidly growing literature on MBAC’s; before proceeding, we briefly review some of the

more relevant work. The controlled-load service specification uses a very parsimonious source character-

ization; sources are described only by a peak rate and a token-bucket filter. Hence in this paper we only

consider MBAC’s that do not require precise source characterization. Aside from our own ([JDSZ97]), sev-

eral MBAC’s requiring only a token-bucket filter description of sources have been proposed in the litera-

ture [GKK95, Flo96, GK97]. A number of studies have also been conducted to explore alternative mea-

surement processes and their implementations in hardware [DJM97, C
�

91, WCKG94]. The more recent

works on MBAC’s ([JSD97, GK97]) consisted of comparative studies of several different MBAC schemes.

In [JSD97] we looked at the utilizations achieved by three MBAC’s given a particular performance bound,

e.g. 1e-6 packet loss rate. Two of the MBAC’s we studied derived their admission decisions by evaluating

principled equations that take this performance bound as input.

In the current paper, we study these MBAC’s more closely. This paper is different from our previous

work in two crucial aspects. First, we do not rely on the predicted or calculated performance of these prin-

cipled methods, but instead measure the actual performance through simulation. We find that the observed

behavior departs substantially from the calculated predictions. Thus, to achieve a particular performance

goal, one must treat the input performance target as merely an arbitrary and tunable parameter. Second,

rather than focusing on a single point, we study the full range of achievable performance of each MBAC.1

We call the range of achievable utilizations and observed loss rates the loss-load curve.

The study reported in [GK97] is similar in spirit to ours. Through formal analysis, the authors showed

that the MBAC equations in [Flo96] and [GKK95] belong to the same class: tangents on the exact equiv-

alent bandwidth curve computed using large-deviation analysis. The authors further conducted numerical

investigations on the trade off between loss rate and network utilization when different MBAC’s, reflecting

tangents at different points of the equivalent bandwidth curve, were employed. Whereas [GK97] took an

analytical and numerical approach, we run simulations to discover the performance characteristics of each

MBAC. As we shall see later in Section 3, the predictions of these numerical calculations are far from the

actual performance.

1This idea arose in private discussions with Frank Kelly.
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The main results of this paper may be summarized as follows:

1. In the operating region where losses occur under all MBAC’s, they can all be induced to give the same

loss-load curve by tuning their measurement parameters.

2. All the MBAC’s we study perform similarly because they are all based on admission equations of the

same form: ������
	����������	����� (1)

where
�� is the measured load, � is the link bandwidth, and �
	��� and ��	��� are functions of the source’s

reserved rate and the number of admitted sources. (See Section 4 for an elaboration of �
	��� and ��	��� .)
3. For immediate implementation of MBAC for controlled-load service, we recommend the following

algorithm: ������������ �!� (2)

where � is a utilization factor to be set based on historical load pattern and desired performance, �
the link bandwdith, ��"�# a constant to be determined, again, from historical data, and � the reserved

rate of an incoming flow. Any of the measurement processes mentioned in the Section 2.2 may be

used in conjunction with this algorithm.

4. The performance of these algorithms, while somewhat insensitive to the form of the admission con-

trol equations, appears rather sensitive to changes in the parameters controlling the measurement

process.

2 Description of the MBAC’s

The MBAC’s we study in this paper were originally published in [JSD97, Flo96, GK97]; we summarize

them here for the sake of completeness.

2.1 The Admission Control Algorithms

Measured Sum (MS). Our MBAC for controlled-load service first published in [JSD97] uses measure-

ment to estimate existing traffic load and admits a new flow of rate � if the following test succeeds:

����$� �%�&�!� (3)
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where
�� is the measured load of existing traffic, and � is a user-defined utilization target intended to limit

the maximum link load. We describe the measurement process in the next section. Upon admission of the

new flow the load estimate is increased by
��('�) ��+*,� .

Hoeffding Bounds (HB). The MBAC described in [Flo96] computes the equivalent bandwidth for a set

of flows using the Hoeffding bounds. The equivalent bandwidth of a set of flows is defined in references

[Flo96, GAN91] as the bandwidth - 	/.� such that the stationary bandwidth requirement of the set of flows

exceeds this value with probability at most . . The measured equivalent bandwidth based on Hoeffding

bounds (
�-10 ) of 2 flows, assuming peak rate (3 ) policing, is:

�-10 	 ����54 37698;:=<>6?<7@ ��.�A) ��B* C D 2 	�E!F!.�>G @6IH�: 	 376 /JK � (4)

The admission control check when a new flow requests admission is:

�-10 * 3ML �ON (5)

Upon admission of a new flow, the load estimate is increased by
�� ' ) ���* 3 . If a flow’s peak rate is

unknown, it is derived from its token-bucket filter parameters 	/�!��PQ using the following equation:

�3 )R�S*,PQFUTV� (6)

where T is a user-defined averaging period. Similar to the algorithm in [GKK95], if a flow is denied ad-

mission, no other flow of a similar type will be admitted until an existing one departs.

Acceptance Region. Let W and 3 be the average and peak rates of an ON/OFF source, the equivalent band-

width ( - ) of the source can be computed using the following equation [Kel96c, GK97]:

- 	/X!A) EX D9Y ��Z�E[* W3 	/\Q]?^_�$E!9`a� (7)

where X+"�# . One can then draw an equivalent bandwidth curve varying the average rate on the x-axis and

with the resulting equivalent bandwidth on the y-axis. A linear bound at different points of this curve can
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be computed as tangent at that point [Kel96c, Kel96a]:

bc*&d �� L �A� (8)

where b determines the location and d the slope of the tangent. This linear bound can then be used as an

MBAC [Kel96a]. Four MBAC’s, each based on a different tangent of the equivalent bandwidth curve were

presented in [GK97]:

1. Tangent at peak (TP):

2(3 	�Ee��\!f ]?^ �*g\!f ]h^ �� L �A� (9)

where 2 is the number of admitted flows.

2. Tangent at arbitrary point:

3 \ ]h^	 3 *�iW 	/\ ]?^ �$E!j J 	 2 iW J 	/\Q]?^_��Ek�* 3 ��� L �A� (10)

where iW is the measured average rate of a source.

3. Tangent of slope one: ��+*Rl m K 3 J 2nL �A� (11)

where m is a constant.

4. Tangent at the origin (TO): \Q]?^ �� L �AN (12)

As pointed out in [GK97], Eqn. 11 is the same as Eqn. 4, and Eqn. 12 is similar to the MBAC described in

[GKK95]. We do not consider Eqn. 10 in this study because it requires measurement of per-source average

rate, which we do not believe can be accurately and cost effectively measured. The measured load used in

Eqns. 9 and 12 is not artificially adjusted upon admittance of a new flow. For flows described by a token-

bucket filter 	/�!��PQ but not peak rate, we use Eqn. 6 to derive its peak rate. If a flow is rejected, the admission

control algorithm does not admit another flow until an existing one departs.
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2.2 The Measurement Processes

We now describe the measurement mechanisms used with each of the MBAC’s.

Time-window. Following [JDSZ97], we use a simple time-window measurement mechanism to measure

network load as input to the MS algorithm. We compute an average load every o sampling period. At the

end of a measurement window p , we use the highest average from the just ended p as the load estimate

for the next p window. When a new flow is admitted to the network, the estimate is increased by the rate

of the new flow, as described in the previous section. If a newly computed average is above the estimate,

the estimate is immediately raised to the new average. At the end of every p , the estimate is adjusted to

the actual load measured in the previous p .

Point Samples. The measurement mechanism used with both of the acceptance region MBAC’s takes an

average load sample every o ' period [Kel96b]. Or, equivalently, the measurement mechanism is the time-

window mechanism with a p F o ratio of 1.

Exponential Averaging. An exponential average load is used as input to the HB MBAC. An average

load (
��7q ) is measured once every o sampling period. The exponential average load is computed using an

infinite impulse response (IIR) function with weight r :

�� ' )s	�Ea� r ut ��+* r t �� q N (13)

Recall that HB MBAC requires peak rate policing and, when the peak rate is not explicitly specified, derives

a flow’s peak rate from its token-bucket parameters using Eqn. 6. To be safe, the averaging period T in

Eqn. 6 should be smaller than or equal to o , the measurement sampling period. We set Ts) o to reflect the

peak rate seen by the measurement mechanism, with the caveat that too small a T could result in practically

infinite peak rate when the bucket depth is large.

3 Loss-Load Behavior of the MBAC’s

As we mentioned in the Introduction, the main goal of this paper is to map out the full range of achievable

performance of the MBAC’s under study. We measure the performance of an MBAC along two axes: the
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Figure 1: The loss-load curves for POO1 source.

achievable link utilization and the observed loss rate. For a given source model, a given set of parameter

settings of an MBAC results in a certain link utilization at a certain loss rate. We run several simulations for

each source model under the same MBAC, varying the MBAC’s parameter settings to collect several such

utilization-vs.-loss-rate data points. The curve connecting these data points we call the loss-load curve. In

this paper we only show portions of loss-load curves where the loss rate is non-zero with adequate statisti-

cal significance, considering that our maximum simulation run can only serve 1e8 packets. The simulation

scenarios from which we draw the loss-load curves, and the source models we use to run these simulations,

are the same ones we have been using for our previous work on MBAC’s ([JDSZ97, JSD97]). For complete-

ness sake, we describe them both again in the Appendix of this paper.

Figure 1 shows the loss-load curve of the POO1 source under the MS, HB, TO, and TP MBAC’s. Where

they overlap, the curves are practically on top of each other.2 (Note that the y-axis is on a log scale.) Thus

even though the three MBAC’s are derived in very ! different ways, they essentially give the same perfor-

mance. From left to right, the MS data points are from simulations with the � parameter of the equation

set to 0.91, 0.92, 0.94, 0.96, 0.98, and 1.0 respectively. In all cases, the sampling period, o , is set to 5e3

packet transmission times and the window size, p , to 10S. From left to right, the HB data points are from

simulations with the . parameter of the equation set to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 respec-

2We have repeated some of the simulations presented in this paper with different random seeds and will show the confidence
interval of each data point in the final version of the paper.
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Figure 2: The loss-load curves for POO2 source.

tively. The sampling period, o , is set to 5e3 packet transmission times, and the weight of the IIR function,

r , is set to 2e-3. From left to right, the parameter X for the TO curve is set to 3e-3, 2e-3, 1e-3, and 1e-4

respectively, and that for the TP curve is set to 2e-3, 1.5e-3, 1e-3, and 4e-4 respectively. The sampling

period o ' is set to 2.5e4 packet transmission times for both TO and TP cases. To summarize, we map out

the loss-load curves of the four MBAC’s by tuning �w��. , or X , respectively. Observe that the resulting loss

rates and utilization levels from these simulations is very different from the input performance bounds.

For instance, when .[) 0.4, the actual loss rate under the HB MBAC is 3e-4. The two primary conclusions

from this example are: (1) the three MBAC’s give equivalent performance, and (2) the performance of the

principled MBAC’s do not match the input parameters. As we shall see these conclusions also apply to the

other data sets to which we now turn.

Figure 2 shows the loss-load curve of the POO2 source under the four MBAC’s as before, but with

two data sets for the MS MBAC. The measurement parameters for the HB, TO, and TP MBAC’s are as

before. From left to right, the HB data points are from simulations with the . parameter set to 0.6, 0.7, 0.8,

0.9, 0.947, 0.99, 0.999, and 0.9999 respectively. The data points for the TO MBAC are from simulations

with the parameter X set to 3e-3, 2e-3, 1e-3, and 1e-4 going from left to right. The setting of X for the TP

MBAC are 3e-4, 2.5e-4, 2e-4, 1e-4, 6e-5, 4e-5, and 3e-5. Data points for the MS MBAC with p )xEy# o
are from simulations with � set to 0.94, 0.96, 0.98, 1.0, 1.02, 1.04, and 1.06 going from left to right. The
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distance between this and both the HB and TO curves is somewhat more pronounced than in the POO1

case. However when we adjust the time window size to p )Rz o , we see that the MS curve can be brought

down to the vicinity of the curves from the other two MBAC’s. This illustrates our claim that where losses

occur, all MBAC’s under study can be induced to give the same loss-load curve by tuning their measurement

parameters. In effect, the measurement parameters determine the offset of the loss-load curve along the y-

axis—a point we will explore further in Section 7.1. From left to right, the data points for the MS with

p ){z o case are from simulations with the � parameter set to 0.9, 0.92, 0.94, 0.96, 0.98, 1.0, and 1.02

respectively. In both MS cases, o ) 5e3 packet transmission times.

Figure 3 shows the loss-load curves of the EXP1 source under the same four MBAC’s. The curves are

somewhat more distributed than in the previous two scenarios. In the MS case, the time window measure-

ment parameter is set to p )|z o , with o ) 5e3 packet transmission times. The � parameter, for the data

points from left to right, is set to 0.95, 0.96, 0.97, 0.98, 0.99, 1.0, 1.01, and 1.02 respectively. Data points

for the HB MBAC are from simulations with . set to 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.9417, 0.99, and 0.999 going from left

to right. The weight r of the measurement process is set to 2e-4. For the TO case, going from left to right,

the X parameter is set to 2e-3, 1.8e-3, 1.6e-3, 1.4e-3, 1.2e-3, 1e-3, 8e-4, and 8e-5; and for the TP case, X is

set to 2e-3, 1e-3, 8e-4, 6e-4, 4e-4, 2e-4, and 1e-4 going from left to right. The measurement parameters for

the TO and TP MBAC’s are set to o ' ) 2.5e4 packet transmission times; we do not experiment with other

settings of this parameter for this source model.

4 On the Structural Similarity of the MBAC’s

While the fact that all four MBAC’s give rise to practically the same loss-load curves may be surprising at

first, further studies of the equations used in the MBAC’s show that they can all be expressed as:

������
	���}������	����� (14)

where
�� is the measured load, � is the link bandwidth, and �
	��� and ��	��� are functions of the source’s re-

served rate and the number of admitted sources. For the MS algorithm �y~ q 	��� is the tunable parameter �
and ��~ q 	��� is the source’s reserved rate, � . Function �Q� �c	��� in the TO case is \ f ]h^ , where 3 is the source’s

peak rate and X,"�# is a tunable parameter; �����V	��� in this case is 0. In the TP case, �Q� �c	��� is \ ]h^ and
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Figure 3: The loss-load curves for EXP1 source.

��� �A	���V)�	/\ ]h^ �$E! 2(3 , where 2 is the number of admitted flows and 3 the peak rate of the source model.

In the HB MBAC, � 01� 	���w)�E and

� 0e� 	����) C D 2 	�EkF;.�>G @6IH�: 	 376 /JK * 3 � (15)

where 2 is the number of admitted sources and the 3 and 376 ’s are either the sources’ declared peak rates or

peak rates derived from the sources’ token-bucket filter parameters.

While we initially thought that the details of the admission control equation (i.e., the form of �
	��� and��	��� ) were the critical factors in the performance of an MBAC, the data suggests that, at least for the three

choices of �
	��� and ��	��� explored here, the form of �
	��� and ��	��� have little effect on the performance of

the MBAC. It turns out that the tuning of the parameters has a much greater effect on the performance.

We identify two degrees of freedom in which to operate an MBAC: (1) by tuning the measurement

parameters such that
�� is more stable or more adaptive to actual utilization, and (2) by tuning the parameters

in �
	��� and/or ��	��� to control the amount of slack bandwidth set aside to accommodate traffic fluctuations.

In Section 3 we showed that tuning the parameters in the �
	��� and ��	��� functions of an MBAC allow us to

map out the MBAC’s entire loss-load curve. That is, these variations tended to take us along the loss-load

curve of an MBAC.
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Table 1: Experiments with the Hoeffding bounds based MBAC

Model HB(
�3 ) HB( � ) HB( �!��. =1e-1)

Name %Util #Actv %Util #Actv %Util #Actv
EXP2 13 13 43 42 68 67
EXP3 0.3 3 6 45 23 171
POO3 2 31 13 177 37 504

In contrast, as shown in Figure 3, tuning the measurement parameters of an MBAC shifts the loss-load

curve of the MS MBAC along the y-axis. That is, this change in measurement parameters moved us above

the loss-load curve of the MBAC, giving us worse performance (i.e., higher loss at the same utilization).

Later we will see that this is not the only effect varying the measurement parameters has. It also effects the

extent of an MBAC’s loss-load curve.

5 Experiments Tuning MBAC’s

In this section we experiment with the tunable parameters identified in the previous section to explore their

contributions to the admission decisions an MBAC makes. Table 1 shows results from simulations of HB

MBAC. The “%Util” columns show the average link utilization achieved for various settings of the HB

MBAC’s parameters. The “#Actv” columns show the average number of concurrently active connections.

The columns under “HB(
�3 )” contain results from simulations of the HB MBAC with .a) 1e-6 and sources

characterized by peak rates derived from their token-bucket filter parameters using Eqn. 6. To lead off our

experiments with the parameters of the HB MBAC, we ask the question, “Can the HB MBAC allow more

flows into the network, and achieve higher link utilization, than the numbers under HB(
�3 )?”

Studying Eqn. 15, we note two tunable variables: . and the sources’ peak rate (3 6 ’s). In the case of

EXP2, EXP3 and POO3 sources, the flows’ peak rates are derived from their token-bucket parameters using

Eqn. 6. In the case of POO3, for o =5e3 packet transmission times, the derived peak rate is 363 Kbps, higher

than the actual peak rate. In [Flo96] the author suggests that token rate of a source’s token-bucket filter be

set to its peak rate and the bucket depth to a small number that will “accommodate small variations in packet

delay that accumulate in the network.” To see how a less conservative peak rate effects the performance of

HB MBAC in the EXP2, EXP3, and POO3 cases, we simulate them using the token-bucket rate of each as its

peak rate, ignoring the token-bucket depths. The two columns of Table 1 under the HB( � ) heading show
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Table 2: Further experiments with the Hoeffding bounds based MBAC

Model %Util

Name . =0.9 . =0.99 . =0.9999
EXP2(

�3 ) 73 82 88
EXP2( � ) 89 93 95
EXP3(

�3 ) 18 39 56
EXP3( � ) 63 76 83
POO3(

�3 ) 63 75 85
POO3( � ) 73 82 87

results from these simulations. Next we experiment with tuning . . Relaxing . from 1e-6 to 1e-1, we see

further increase in the number of concurrent flows and link utilization (as the numbers under HB( �!��.�)Ey\+��E ) show). The sampling period o of the measurement process used with EXP2 source is 1e3, with

EXP3 source 5e2, and with POO2 source 5e3 packet transmission times. The same o is used for all of the

simulations involving each of the sources. The exponential averaging weight is 2e-3 in all cases.

Table 2 shows the achieved utilization for the various source models when . is further relaxed (the

measurement parameters are not modified from the above cases). Rows marked with (
�3 ) contain results

from cases when sources’ peak rates are derived from their token-bucket filter parameters and the rows

marked with ( � ) are results from using the token-bucket rates as the sources’ peak rates. Except for the

EXP2( � ) cases when .[) 0.99 and .1) 0.9999 and the observed loss rates are 1e-5 and 1e-4 respectively, the

other simulations do not result in packet losses, hence we cannot present their loss-load curves. Note that

Eqn. 15 requires . L E for real-valued solutions. When .B)�E , the HB MBAC reduces to the MS MBAC

with �%)�E . Therefore the HB MBAC cannot access points on the loss-load curve that MS MBAC achieves

with �M"sE .
From Eqn. 4, we note that aside from . and the source’s peak rate, the load estimate (

�� ) also determines

the equivalent bandwidth computation. A load estimate that tracks actual utilization more closely may

result in a smaller estimated equivalent bandwidth and a higher flow admittance rate. The exponential

averaging process used in the HB MBAC to measure load consists of two tunable parameters: the weight

r and the sampling period, o . As we pointed out in Section 2.2, we also use o as the averaging period, T ,

in deriving a source’s peak rate from its token-bucket filter parameters using Eqn. 6. Unfortunately, this

makes it hard for us to isolate the effect of tuning o in cases where the source’s peak rate must be derived
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from its token-bucket filter parameters: increasing o not only smooths out our samples, it gives a smaller

derived peak rates. Hence we will limit our experiments tuning the measurement parameters to sources

that are already described by their actual peak rates, namely the EXP1, POO1, and POO2 sources.

In scenarios with homogeneous sources such as the ones we are investigating here, knowing the peak

(3 ) and average ( W ) rates of the sources allows one to deterministically compute the number of flows that

may be admitted under the HB MBAC by solving for 2 in the quadratic equation:

- 0 ) 2�W * C D 2 	�E!F;.� 2U3 JK N (16)

with the solution being the 2 that also satisfies - 0 � 2�W "�# . Achievable utilization is then 2�W Fy� . For the

EXP1 source, .�) 1e-6, and -10 upper bounded by the bottleneck link bandwidth, 10Mbps, Eqn. 16 gives

2 ) K����
, with achievable utilization upper bounded at 89%. With the exponential averaging parameters

o ) 5e3 and r ) 2e-3, our simulation results show an achieved average link utilization of 72.5%, serving

an average of 228 concurrently active flows. A smaller sampling period increases the burstiness of our

samples but also increases the sampling frequency, allowing us to track actual utilization closer. Using

o ) 1e3, keeping . at 1e-6, we can concurrently admit 232 EXP1 flows, achieving 73.8% utilization.

One could admit more flows into the network if actual aggregate utilization of 2 flows is lower than

2�W , where W is the sources’ declared average rate. Recall that the POO1 model has the same declared peak

and average rates as the EXP1 model but has heavy-tailed ON and OFF times distributions, which lead to

burstier aggregate traffic. And indeed, in our simulations of POO1 sources, with .+) 1e-6, r ) 2e-3, and

o ) 5e3, we see an average of 277 concurrently active flows, 21% more flows than EXP1 case under similar

circumstances, including achieved average link utilization of 72.4%.

A closer investigation of Eqns. 15 and 16 further reveals that achievable link utilization
�� can be ap-

proximated by 2�W when 2 is small and � 01� 	��� is not a limiting factor. When 2 is large, however,
�� is

bounded by ���g� 01� 	��� . In effect, � 01� 	��� acts as a utilization threshold to ensure sufficient slack band-

width to accommodate traffic fluctuations. For the EXP1 source, when .%) 1e-12, the intersection of the

two lines
���) 2�W and

���)����M�g� 01� 	��� is at 2 ) 187 and
��,) 59.8%, regardless of the sources’ actual

burstiness or the accuracy of the measurement mechanism.

Next we turn our attention to the TP MBAC and note that if the X parameter in Eqn. 9 is set to 0, the

admission control check simply says that measured load must be less than link bandwidth. For X sufficiently
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large and \ f ]?^�� # , the admission control check becomes 2(3 �,� and achieved utilization is determined

by the sources’ peak to average rates ratio. Hence for EXP1 and POO1 sources, for X+��#7N�� , link utilization

is 51%. To limit the link bandwidth share of a source below this “natural” lower bound, e.g. to limit a

CBR source to 50% of link bandwidth, would require introducing another tuning parameter to Eqn. 9 or a

separate link-sharing mechanism.

One other interesting observation we made with our simulation results is with regard to source EXP2

under the MS MBAC. For any value of � between 1.03 and 1.03125 the achieved link utilization is 87.5%,

with no packet loss. Then for � between 1.03126 and 1.036, the achieved link utilization is 99.9%, with a

uniform loss rate of 4.8e-1. The measurement parameters are o ) 1e3 and p )�Ey# o . We observe no sim-

ilar behavior with the TO MBAC, which gives link utilization of 86.5, 94.5, and 95.9%, with loss rates of

4.6e-4 and 1.2e-3 in the later two cases, when the X parameter is varied from 5e-4, 2e-4, to 1e-4. The mea-

surement parameter o ' is set to 5e3 throughout. Close examination of the MS admission process reveals

that at ��) 1.03126, enough extra bandwidth is alloted that one more EXP2 source may pass the ��~ q 	���A)R�
constraint; whereas in the TO MBAC, a new flow’s reserved rate effects the admission process only frac-

tionally, as multiple of X . This motivates our modification of the MS MBAC to the form recommended for

use with controlled-load service in the next section.

6 An MBAC for Controlled-load Service

Given that all the MBAC’s studied in this paper produce very similar loss-load curves, we advocate for

controlled-load service a very simple and flexible MBAC:

��������%�&� �!� (17)

where � is a utilization factor to be set based on historical load pattern and desired performance, � the

link bandwdith, ��"�# a constant to be determined from historical data, and � the reserved rate of an

incoming flow. The utilization factor � determines the MBAC’s operating region, and � determines the

degree of conservativeness when admitting new flows. Any of the measurement processes mentioned in

Section 2.2 may be used in conjunction with this algorithm. For performance reasons, one may implement

the load sampling mechanism in hardware, allowing users to set the sampling period. As results from the
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Table 3: Parameters settings for five sets of simulations with the EXP1 source model under the MS MBAC.o is in packet transmission time unit.o p F o � values
5e3 13 1.02, 1.03, 1.04, 1.05, 1.06, 1.07, 1.08
5e3 10 1.0, 1.01, 1.02, 1.03, 1.04, 1.05, 1.06, 1.07
5e3 7 1.0, 1.01, 1.02, 1.03, 1.04, 1.05

6.5e3 7 1.0, 1.01, 1.02, 1.03, 1.04, 1.05, 1.06, 1.07, 1.08
5e3 3 0.95, 0.96, 0.97, 0.98, 0.99, 1.0, 1,01, 1.02

DT MBAC demonstrate, when the sampling period is properly set, a simple point sample measurement

process may be sufficient. To be more conservative, one may choose to implement the time-window or

exponential averaging measurement process (in software, with p F o "�E or r ��E (!)). These processes

keep history and provide users with a tuning knob that governs the length of history to keep. Intuitively,

processes that keep history give more stable estimates. However, in the presence of long-range dependent

traffic, the efficacy of measurement history in providing more stable estimates is a topic for further research

[Kel96b].

7 A New Research Agenda for MBAC’s

Instead of designing another set of principled MBAC equation, or a measurement process that may be ex-

pensive to implement or operate, we suggest that the research agenda for MBAC’s should be directed to-

wards the determination of their operating region and the tuning of their measurement parameters, both

based on historical data. Another direction MBAC research should take is to solve the structural problems

that arise from interactions between reservations that we first pointed out in [JDSZ95] and describe again

in Section 7.2 below.

7.1 Tuning the Parameters

There are two items to this research agenda: First, tuning the parameters of an MBAC can either move

one along the loss-load frontier or away from it. We do not yet understand which way of tuning the pa-

rameters accomplishes which effect. Second, now that we have shown the complete lack of relationship

between the input performance bounds of an MBAC to its actual performance, we cannot tell a network

operator desiring some loss rate on its network where to set the parameters of its MBAC. In this section
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Figure 4: Five loss-load curves of the EXP1 source under the MS MBAC, varying the parameter settings

we show results from several experiments which illustrate our lack of understanding on how to set the pa-

rameters of an MBAC. We start with five sets of simulations with the EXP1 source model under the MS

MBAC. Each set of simulations uses a specific measurement parameter setting, varying the � parameter.

Figure 4 shows the loss-load curves resulting from these five sets of simulations. Table 3 summarizes the

parameter settings of the five sets of simulations. The first two columns list the sampling period, o , and the

time window size, p , expressed as p F o ratio, used with each set of the simulations. The last column lists

the � values corresponding to the data points that make up the loss-load curve of that set, from left to right,

in Figure 4. As we mentioned earlier, tuning the measurement parameters seem to change the offset of an

MBAC loss-load curve along the y-axis. Figure 4 certainly bears this out, especially in the region where

achieved utilization is low. However, we do not claim to have understood, much less be able to predict,

how any given set of parameter setting influences the outcome of a run.

Figure 5 shows two loss-load curves each from simulations of POO1 and POO2 sources. Again we

note the loss-load curve offset along the y-axis for the POO2 source when the measurement parameters are

changed, but not for the POO1 source. Since the only difference between EXP1, POO1, and POO2 sources

lies in their degree of burstiness, with POO1 source being burstier than EXP1 source, and POO2 source

being the burstiest of the three, we cannot explain the lack of any signifant gap between the two POO1 loss-

load curves when we change the p F o ratio of the measurement parameters from 10 to 3 when the same
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Figure 5: Two loss-load curves each from POO1 and POO2 sources under the MS MBAC, varying the pa-
rameter settings

Table 4: Parameters settings for two sets of simulations each with the POO1 and POO2 source models under
the MS MBAC. o is in packet transmission time unit.

Model o p F o � values
5e3 10 0.91, 0.92, 0.94, 0.96, 0.98, 1.0

POO1 5e3 3 0.86, 0.88, 0.9, 0.92, 0.94, 0.96, 0.98, 1.0
5e3 10 0.96, 0.98, 1.0, 1.02, 1.04, 1.06, 1.08

POO2 5e3 3 0.9, 0.92, 0.94, 0.96, 0.98, 1.0, 1.02

modification of the ratio produces noticable gap in both the EXP1 and POO2 cases. Table 4 summarizes

the parameter settings used to obtain the four loss-load curves of Figure 5.

Finally in Figure 6 we present three loss-load curves of the EXP1 sources under the HB MBAC, varying

its parameters. Table 5 gives the parameter settings used in these simulations. The first two columns list

the averaging period, o , and exponential averaging weight, r , used in each set of simulations, while the

last row lists the . values corresponding to each data point from left to right, on the loss-load curve of that

set of simulations. We iterate here that we do not yet understand how any given set of parameter setting

influences the outcome of a run. For the same . value of 0.9999, two of the loss-load curves in Figure 6

do not manage to reach utilization beyond 94.1%, while the other reaches 96.2%, attesting to our earlier

observation that settings of the measurement parameters also effect the extent of the loss-load curves.
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Figure 6: Three loss-load curves of the EXP1 source under the HB MBAC, varying the parameter settings

Table 5: Parameters settings for three sets of simulations with the EXP1 source model under the HB MBAC.o is in packet transmission time unit.

o r . values
5e3 3 0.35, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.99, 0.999, 0.9999
5e3 4 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.9417, 0.99, 0.999, 0.9999

6.5e3 4 0.8, 0.9, 0.9417, 0.999, 0.9999

Extending our work in [JDSZ95], the authors of [CKT96] suggest a feedback control mechanism to

automatically tune the measurement parameters based on observed loss rate. The appropriate time scale

over which these and parameters in the �
	��� and ��	��� functions are tuned is still a matter of future research.

Too long a time scale may lead to long convergent time for these tuning parameters. On the other hand,

one must allow enough time for traffic to stabilize after a change in parameter settings to tell the true effect

of that change. In other words, the reaction time of the feedback control mechanism itself requires further

tuning. Note however, tuning the reaction time of the feedback control mechanism will be done at a time-

scale much larger than that of tuning the MBAC parameters. Whereas one might be tempted to tune the

MBAC parameters every few days or weeks, the feedback mechanism should require attention only when

the underlying traffic pattern changes.
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7.2 Global Structural Limitations

As we saw in Section 4, the effectiveness of the tuning parameters may be constrained by the source’s

characteristics. In particular we saw that tuning � in the MB MBAC case must take into consideration the

source’s reserved rate. Alloting an extra amount of bandwidth that is less than the source’s reserved rate

will not result in increase admittance rate. In our other simulations reported in [JDSZ97], we note the

possibility that on highly congested links with infinite offered load, when a large grain flow, i.e. a flow with

a high ratio of requested rate to link bandwidth, leaves the network, before the measurement mechanism

of an MBAC has completely deflated its load estimate following this flow’s departure, a small grain flow

can immediately gain admittance at the expense of future larger grain flows. Upon departure of a small

grain flow, if the link is congested, only another small grain flow can be admitted. Thus over time it is

probable that only small grain flows are present on the link and large grain flows are completely shut off. We

call this the under-representation problem, and consider it a structural limitation of all admission control

algorithms.

We further identify two other structural limitations: One, if the only flows that depart from the net-

work are short-lived flows, the link population will become dominated by flows with long call holding

times. This is a structural limitation only if it prevents a network service provider from implementing cer-

tain traffic composition policies. Two, a flow that traverses a longer path runs a higher chance of being

rejected by one of the switches along the path, and hence rejected admission to the network, than one that

traverses a shorter path. As the flow collects admissions from the switches, it makes reservations for re-

sources and holds on to them. If the flow is denied admission to some switches, this can lead to a deadlock

situation. While the first two forms of structural limitations are results of decisions local to a switch, higher

rejection rates experienced by many-hop flows results from the dynamics of admission decisions across

multiple switches and affects both the flow requesting admission and the state of the network.

Our initial results in [JDSZ97, JSD97] show that these structural limitations are present in all admis-

sion control algorithms that base their admission decision solely on the violation prevention paradigm,

i.e. when the sole criterion of admission is that some service commitments are no violated, and not limited

to measurement-based admission control algorithms.
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8 Summary

In this paper we have presented simulation results which show that all MBAC’s in the form of Eqn. 14 can

be tuned to provide the same loss-load curve. We consequently recommended for use with controlled-load

service an MBAC that allows for the greatest degree of flexibility in operation by relying on historical data

for the tuning of its parameters. This MBAC is cost effective to implement and operate, relying only on the

simplest measurement process. We closed this paper by suggesting two areas of research that should form

the new MBAC research agenda, namely: the tuning of the MBAC parameters and solutions to the global

structural limitations found on all admission control algorithms.
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Appendix: Simulation Scenarios

For this paper, we run our simulations on a network topology where two switches are connected by a bot-

tleneck link of 10 Mbps. Each switch is connected to a host with an infinite bandwidth link. Buffer space

of the switch connected to the bottleneck links are shared by all admitted flows and are sized differently

for each simulation, as we explain below. Traffic flows in one direction from one host to the other.

We use two kinds of source model in our simulations. The first is an ON/OFF model with exponen-

tially distributed ON and OFF times. During each ON period, an exponentially distributed random num-

ber of packets, with average � , are generated at fixed rate 3 packet/sec. Let � milliseconds be the av-

erage of the exponentially distributed OFF times, then the average packet generation rate W is given by
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Table 6: Six Instantiations of the Two Source Models

Model Parameters TB Filter Switch Parameters
Model
Name

3 pkt/ � � 3 F W � tkn/ P max � � �
sec msec pkts sec tkns qlen msec msec

EXP1 64 325 20 2 64 1 0 16 16
EXP2 1024 90 10 10 320 50 17 160 160
EXP3 � 684 9 � 512 80 1 160 160�
POO1 64 325 20 1.2 64 1 0 16 16
POO2 64 2925 20 1.2 64 1 0 16 16
POO3 256 360 10 1.9 240 60 220 256 160

E!F W ) � F � *�E!F 3 . The second model is an ON/OFF process with Pareto distributed ON and OFF times

(for ease of reference, we call this the Pareto-ON/OFF (POO) model). Pareto distribution is a heavy-tailed

distribution that can be described by two parameters: its location and shape. A Pareto shape parameter less

than 1 gives data with infinite mean; shape parameter less than 2 results in data with infinite variance. The

Pareto location parameter can be computed from the formula: � \ WU2 tS	/Xy� Wy3 \S��E! F;Xy� Wy3 \ . During each

ON period of the Pareto-ON/OFF model, a Pareto distributed number of packets, with mean � and Pareto

shape parameter
�

, are generated at some peak rate 3 packet/sec. The OFF times are also Pareto distributed

with mean � milliseconds and shape parameter m . Each Pareto-ON/OFF source by itself does not generate

LRD series; the aggregation of them does.

We use six instantiations of the above source models as summarized in Table 6. The shape parameter

of the Pareto distributed ON time (
�

) of the Pareto-ON/OFF sources are selected following the observations

in [WTSW95]. According to the same reference, the shape parameter of the Pareto distributed OFF time

( m ) stays mostly below 1.5; in this paper we use m )�E�NIE for all Pareto-ON/OFF sources. For the POO1 and

POO2 models, we use a token-bucket rate equal to the source’s peak rate so that the token-bucket filter does

not reshape the traffic. For the POO3 model, some of the generated packets were queued; this means during

some of the source’s alleged “OFF” times, it may actually still be draining its data queue onto the network.

In the table, 3 ) � means that after each OFF time, packets for the next ON period are transmitted back

to back. (On real networks, packets are sent back to back when the applications generate traffic faster than

the network can transmit it.)
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In the same table, we also list the settings of the token-bucket parameters assigned to each source. In

this study, we assign each flow a data queue with infinite length (i.e. packets that arrive at an empty token-

bucket are queued, and the queue never overflows). Column 7 of the table, labeled max qlen, shows the

maximum data queue length a flow can expect to see. Our packets are of fixed size (1 Kbits) and each of

our token is worth 1 packet of data.

When a flow with token-bucket parameters 	/�!��PQ is served with WFQ, the maximal queueing delay

(ignoring terms proportional to a single packet time) is given by PQF;� [Par92]. This is also the “burst time”

queueing delay acceptable under the definition of controlled-load service. Column 8 of the table, labeled

� �
, lists the maximal delay for each source given its assigned token-bucket filter. Column 9, labeled � ,

lists the delay bound we assigned to each source. We have chosen the token-bucket parameters such that,

in most cases, the delay bounds given to a flow will be the same as its “burst time” queueing delay. This fa-

cilitates analyzing the performance of the algorithms under controlled-load service. In the few cases where

the delays are not the same, such as in the POO3 case, the analysis is less applicable. For each simulation

with measurement-based admission control algorithm, we size the buffer at the switches with enough space

to accommodate the delay bound ( � ). For example, simulations with EXP1 sources, given a link speed of

10 Mbps, use a buffer size of 160 packets.

In addition to each source’s burstiness, network traffic dynamics is also effected by the arrival pat-

tern and duration of flows. We use exponentially distributed lifetimes with the Markov-ON/OFF sources,

following [Mol27]. The duration of Pareto-ON/OFF sources, however, are taken from a lognormal dis-

tribution, following [Bol94, DMRW94]. The interarrival times of all flows are exponentially distributed

[PF94]. We choose an average flow interarrival time of 400 milliseconds. The average holding time of

all Markov-ON/OFF sources is 300 seconds. The Pareto-ON/OFF sources have lognormal distributed hold-

ing times with median of 300 seconds and shape parameter 2.5. We run simulations with Markov-ON/OFF

sources for 3e3 seconds simulated time, serving 1e7 packets. The data presented are obtained from the later

half of each simulation. By visual inspection, we determined that 1500 simulated seconds is sufficient time

for the simulations involving Markov-ON/OFF sources to warm up. Simulations involving Pareto-ON/OFF

sources, however, require a longer warmup period and a longer simulation time for the LRD effect to be

seen, thus we run them for 5.5 hours simulation time, serving close to 1e8 packets, with reported data taken

from the later 1e4 seconds.
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